Odd Flavours when you Reopen
your Function Room, Seasonal or
Stadium Bar?
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YOU NEED

Guardian® - Beer Line Protector

Not treating your dispense lines properly when you
shut-down at the end of a season will cause flavour
taints and poor presentation.
Guardian® is specifically designed to
protect infrequently or unused keg or cask
beerlines from flavour taints and deposit
build up.
Made with food grade ingredients, Guardian
contains NO Surfactants which can cause
head retention and carbonation issues.
The Perfect solution for stadiums, seasonal
establishments and venues with unused bars
or function rooms
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41% of customers say that they would take their
business elsewhere if served a poor quality drink.
What are the benefits of using
Guardian®?
 Saves time and money
 Keeps dispense lines ready for service
 Reduces the number of customer
complaints
 Prevents the need for costly Blitz
Cleans, Deep Cleans or Resets
 Recommended for use by leading line
manufacturers

Guardian® is a Quick and Simple Step to Keep your Dispense Lines
in Top Condition

Clean your lines as
normal with a
Proton Beer Line
Cleaner

At the end of the
clean mix Guardian
Powder with clean
cold water

Fill your Beer Lines
with the Guardian
Solution

When your beer
lines are needed
again simply flush
with clean cold
water and connect
to your kegs
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Dosage Rates
(Amount of Time in Line Dilution Ratio per 10L of Water)
1-4 weeks1% = 100g = 1 scoop
4-8 weeks2% = 200g = 2 scoops
8+ weeks3% = 300g = 3 scoops

Recommissioning Lines
1.Fill the cleaning vessel with clean cold water and bleed the fob
detector to ensure the cleaning solution has been flushed from
the bleed valve
2.Open the dispense tap and flush through the volume in the
line + 5L e.g. if the line contains 3 pints (1.7L) then a total of 7L
of water is required
3.Connect back to product and draw through to the dispense tap
and check quality.

For more information contact:
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